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From: Martha Silver <MSilver@bayareametro.gov> 
Sent: Tuesday, October 11, 2022 6:11 PM
To: Frank Welte
Cc: Kate Hartley <khartley@bayareametro.gov>; Daniel Saver <dsaver@bayareametro.gov>; Somaya
Abdelgany <sabdelgany@bayareametro.gov>; Martha Silver <MSilver@bayareametro.gov>; Mallory
Atkinson <matkinson@bayareametro.gov>; Marti Paschal <mpaschal@bayareametro.gov>
Subject: RE: Agenda item 10, 10/12/2022 MTC Policy Advisory Council meeting question

Good day, Frank,

Please consider the response below from staff regarding Agenda Item 10.

Hello Mr. Welte,

Thank you for your questions about the REAP 2 overview.

1. We agree there is a severe shortage of accessible units in California and also a severe
shortage of affordable housing, due largely to federal tax policies and state and local zoning
laws, regulations and policies.

2. The REAP 2.0 “Pilot Sites” funding provides predevelopment resources to assist new
construction of affordable housing.  All of these buildings will include accessibility at a rate
that significantly exceeds the level of accessibility required in privately funded developments.
For affordable buildings designed for seniors and/or homeless households, 100% of the units
will be accessible.

a. $28 million of the Bay Area’s $102.8 million REAP 2.0 grant will be devoted to housing
development that will include accessible units.

b. All of the developments funded with REAP 2.0 Priority Sites funding are anticipated to
use low-income housing tax credits because this is the only source of affordable
housing subsidies that enables multifamily affordable development, and the purpose of
the REAP housing program is to facilitate the construction of new, affordable, transit-
oriented housing.  All developments will therefore be required to provide at least 15%
mobility and 10% communications units.  As noted above, if the developments include
units specifically for senior or homeless households, that number increases to 100%.

i. Given the growing needs of low-income seniors in California, especially
homeless seniors, the development of 100% fully accessible senior
affordable housing buildings is continuing throughout the Bay Area.

3. The purpose of the REAP 2.0 “Preservation” funding is to protect low-income tenants in their
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existing homes from the displacement that often happens when speculative buyers purchase
buildings in market transactions.  Further, the Preservation Pilot will prioritize investments in
Equity Priority Communities, which include census tracts in which at least 12% of the
population are people with disabilities. The Preservation Pilot will thus ensure that existing
accessibility features in buildings are protected for the people already living there while also
stabilizing existing tenants’ rents and establishing long-term affordability.

 
4. MTC and BAHFA do not have data on the number of existing wheelchair-accessible housing. 

 
5. Regarding your question of whether any of the government entities charged with developing

and implementing housing policies are actually working on a specific, proactive plan to
ameliorate the accessible housing shortage, we know that state and local policy makers are
working to address the severe shortage of housing in the state generally, especially the severe
shortage of affordable housing, and as part of that work, also trying to increase the number of
accessible units.  This is why state-funded accessibility requirements exceed the requirements
applicable to privately financed housing. 

 
Thank you,
Mallory
 
BAY AREA METRO | BayAreaMetro.gov  
Association of Bay Area Governments        
Metropolitan Transportation Commission
 

Bay Area Metro Center | 375 Beale Street | Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 778-6793
 

From: Frank Welte 
Sent: Monday, October 10, 2022 4:51 PM
To: Mallory Atkinson <matkinson@bayareametro.gov>
Cc: Marti Paschal <mpaschal@bayareametro.gov>; Martha Silver <MSilver@bayareametro.gov>
Subject: Agenda item 10, 10/12/2022 MTC Policy Advisory Council meeting question
 
*External Email*
 
Hello:
 
I believe that the current regime of federal, state and local government housing and zoning laws,
regulations and policies, coupled with current real estate development and financing practices, have
created a severe shortage of wheelchair-accessible housing units in the Bay Area. How will the
proposed REAP 2 program alter the status quo to stimulate substantial increases in the inventory of
wheelchair-accessible housing units and to prevent such accessible units as are available from being
snapped up by buyers who don’t actually need these accommodations?
 
The only language in the presentation document that speaks to this question is the following.
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“In addition, because the affordable housing for all Priority Sites are likely to leverage tax credits,
these projects will include mobility features for
a minimum of 15% of units, and communications features for a minimum of 10% of units.
Developments for seniors and housing for people with special needs
will generally include mobility features in 100% of units and communications features exceeding
10% of units, and developers must prioritize leasing of
accessible units to households in need of those features.”
 
By the way, as a person with a disability, I find the term “special needs” to be patronizing and
frankly, infantilizing, like “special needs kids”.
 
I find this language to be overly vague and mostly wishful thinking.
 
Specifically, how many dollars of the proposed $113 million BAY Area portion of the program will be
allocated to grants to specifically stimulate the production of wheelchair-accessible and other forms
of accessible housing units? What language in the implementing regulations and grant requirements
will incentivize and/or mandate the construction/modification of wheelchair-accessible housing
units. Will these requirements mandate specific targets for wheelchair-accessible units? Given the
existence of the severe accessible housing shortage, is there anything in this program that can
guarantee a sufficient increase in the accessible housing stock to make a significant dent in the
ongoing shortage? Is there anything in the language of the proposed program to guarantee that
anything more than the bare minimum number of accessible units required under current statute
will ever be built?
 
Since the language quoted above specifically ties the specified minimum levels of accessible housing
units to the receipt of tax credits, what measures, if any, will be taken to incentivize developers who
don’t rely on such credits to  develop any accessible units at all, and to hold such developers
accountable for not developing accessible housing units?
 
What’s to prevent wealthy communities that aren’t defined as “affordable housing for all Priority
Sites” from completely ignoring the issue of housing accessibility?
Does this program do anything to prevent the ghettoization of people with disabilities?
 
Why aren’t all new housing units required to be fully wheelchair accessible? Is there a shortage of
inaccessible housing?
 
Is there an accurate count of the number of wheelchair-accessible housing units in the Bay Area?
 
Is there an accurate count of the number of additional wheelchair-accessible housing units required
to meet the current and projected demand for such units? Does anybody even know if the indicated
“minimum of 15% of units, and communications features for a minimum of 10% of units” constitutes
anything more than a continuation of the existing shortage, if not a figure that could actually deepen
the hole?
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Given the aging of our population and the likely increase in the number of people with significant
disabilities, is there any plan to accelerate the rate of production of accessible housing units to
match the likely increased demand, let alone to begin to reduce the backlog of accessible housing
units to any significant degree?
 
Are any of the government entities charged with developing and implementing housing policies
actually working on a specific, proactive plan to ameliorate the accessible housing shortage?
 
I believe the answer to this final question is “no”. Can you prove me wrong?
 
Regards,

 
Frank Welte  | Senior Accessible Media and Braille Specialist
Phone: +1 (415).694.7363
Email: fwelte@lighthouse-sf.org
Pronouns: he, him
 

1155 Market Street, 10th Floor SF 94103

Visit us online:
Website | Holman | Facebook | Twitter | YouTube | Instagram
 

Braille can help you participate in games, identify your spices and help you when you’re out
shopping. To find out more about how Braille can enhance your life, send an email to
brailletraining@lighthouse-sf.org and start on the path to learning that ingenious system of
dots today.
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